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It seems curious that we have not found a general definition of this term in
the literature. In statistics, for example, data analysis is understood as “the
process of computing various summaries and derived values from the
given collection of data” (Hand 1999, p. 3). It is specially stressed that the
process is iterative: “One studies the data, examines it using some analytic
technique, decides to look at it another way, perhaps modifying it in the
process by transformation or partitioning, and then goes back to the beginning
and applies another data analytic tool. This can go round and round
many times. Each technique is being used to probe a slightly different aspect
of the data – to ask a slightly different question of the data” (Hand
1999, p. 3).

In the area of geographic information systems (GIS), data analysis is often
defined as “a process for looking at geographic patterns in your data
and at relationships between features” (Mitchell 1999, p. 11). It starts with
formulating the question that needs to be answered, followed by choosing
a method on the basis of the question, the type of data available, and the
level of information required (this may raise a need for additional data).
Then the data are processed with the use of the chosen method and the results
are displayed. This allows the analyst to decide whether the information
obtained is valid or useful, or whether the analysis should be redone
using different parameters or even a different method.
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Data Mining Techniques in CRM: Inside Customer SegmentationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete and comprehensive handbook for the application of data mining techniques in marketing and customer relationship management. It combines a technical and a business perspective, bridging the gap between data mining and its use in marketing.

	 

	It guides readers through all the...
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Contemporary High Performance Computing: From Petascale toward ExascaleCRC Press, 2013

	Contemporary High Performance Computing: From Petascale toward Exascale focuses on the ecosystems surrounding the world’s leading centers for high performance computing (HPC). It covers many of the important factors involved in each ecosystem: computer architectures, software, applications, facilities, and sponsors.
...
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Liferay 6.2 User Interface DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Breathe new life into the look and responsiveness of your website with Liferay Portal. With this tutorial you'll learn everything you need to know about this versatile technology. Experience with Java would be a big help.


	Overview

	
		Create eye-catching themes, develop responsive layouts, and write...
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Countdown to French : Learn to Communicate in 24 HoursMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Go from being feckless to flawless at French in only 24 hours

So you're leaving for France in a few days and you don't speak a word of the language? What will you do if you get lost in Paris and have to ask for directions? Or your rental car acts up and you need a mechanic? Or your flight from Nice is delayed and you...
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Microchip Mathematics: Number Theory for Computer UsersShiva, 1984

	In the Autumn of 1983, in the face of the phenomenal growth of home computer sales in the U.K., the national British newspaper The Guardian decided to produce, each week, a 'Computer Page'. Noone was quite sure exactly what should go into the page on a regular basis, but it was thought that a fortnightly column on computer mathematics...
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CCIE Routing and Switching Official Exam Certification Guide (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
The Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE) certification may be the most challenging and
prestigious of all networking certifications. It has received numerous awards, and certainly has built
a reputation as one of the most difficult certifications to earn in all of the computing world. Having
a CCIE certification opens doors...
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